62	PROBLEM OF TYPES  IN   HfSTOKY
there aremen whose God is money, science, power, sexuality,
&c, The whole psychology of the individual, at legist in its
principal tendencies, is displaced in urmntuuv, with tin*
respective localization of the 'highest |jootl\ so that a
psychological theory which is exclusively based upon any
one basic instinct, as for example power or sexuality^ ran
adequately explain features of only secondary significance,
when applied to an individual of another orientation,
(<;) Abdartfs Attempt at (\witMtitw
It is not without interest to investigate how Seholas*
ticism itself attempted to settle the universuliu dispute, how
it tried to create an equipoise between the; typical opposites
which the tertium non clattir divided.   This attempt at
settlement was the work of AtxShmi, that unhappy wan
who burned with love for II^loLse and who paid for his
passion with the   loss   of  his   manhood     Whoever is
acquainted with the life of Abdlard will know how intensely
his own soul housed those severed opposite^ whose philo-
sophical reconciliation was for him such a vital  inmic,
De R6musatx characterizes AbtHarcl as an eclectic, who
criticized and rejected every accepted theory concern*
ing the universalia, but who none the less freely burrowed
from them what was true and tenable,   AMant's writings,
so far as they relate to the universalia dispute, are confusing
and difficult, because the author is constantly engaged in
weighing every argument and aspect of the case*    It is
precisely because he acknowledged no truth in the avowed
standpoint, but always sought to comprehend and reconcile
the contrary view, which is responsible for the fact that he
was never once thoroughly understood even by his own
pupils.   Some understood him as a nominalist, others as a
realist,  This misunderstanding is characteristic: it is much
easier to think from one definite type—for within it one
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